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Conferene paper

Abstrat. Various aspets of solar ares are onsidered in the framework of analyti

solutions of the omplete set of MHD equations desribing the 2

1

2

{D Petshek's reon-

netion model. In partiular, we ompare the theoretial results with harateristis of

two-ribbon ares sine they provide spatially resolved measurements of various plasma

parameters. We emphasize the evolutionary aspet of the proess, fousing on the e�ets

of the hange of the urrent sheet length-to-width ratio, longitudinal-to-transversal �eld

ratio, and the ambient value of the plasma-to-magneti pressure ratio. These parameters

determine the onditions for the onset of fast reonnetion, the transition to the turbu-

lent reonnetion regime, the spatial distribution of the density and temperature, and

the eÆieny of the partile aeleration.

Key words: solar ares - reonnetion

1. Introdution

A solar are is an abrupt release of the free energy stored in the oronal

magneti �elds. During the are an intriate preare magneti on�guration

restrutures into a relaxed postare loop system. Suh a topologial hange

of the magneti �eld is possible only by reonneting the magneti �eld

lines. Furthermore, the abrupt energy release in ares requires a suÆiently

eÆient proess, muh faster than a simple magneti �eld annihilation

(f., Priest, 1982).

The onept of fast reonnetion was proposed by Petshek (1964). A-

ording to the 2

1

2

{D option of the model (Petshek and Thorne, 1967), the

urrent sheet is split into two slow-mode standing shoks (SMSs), whih are

in addition assoiated with the upstream rotational disontinuities (RDs).
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Under the onditions appropriate for solar ares, the reonnetion outow

is supermagnetosoni (Forbes, 1986) and a standing fast mode shok (FMS)

is formed at the loation where the jet enounters an obstale. In the fol-

lowing the quantities haraterizing the inow region are denoted by the

subsript \0", the intermediate region between RD and SMS by \1", the

outow region between SMSs by \2", and the region downstream of FMS

by \3".

The oupled system of jump relations for RD and SMS was solved in

an approximate form by Soward (1982), and in the omplete form by Sken-

der et al. (2003). There are four inow region quantities that determine

the reonnetion geometry, the energy release rate, and the outow plasma

parameters: i) the plasma-to-magneti pressure ratio �

0

= p

0

=p

m0

, where

p

m

= B

2

=2�; ii) the ratio of the transversal and the reonnetion-plane

magneti �eld omponent B

z0

=B

r0

= tan


0

; iii) the dimensionless reon-

netion rate expressed by the perpendiular inow Alfv�en Mah number

M

A0

= v

0

=v

A0

; iv) the diretion � of the inow. Another relevant feature

is the overall geometry of the reonneting system, generally expressed by

the sheet length-to-width ratio �=Æ (Furth et al., 1963; Ugai, 1987).

In this paper we desribe how the observable quantities depend on these

four parameters, onsidering only the � = 90

Æ

ase, i.e., the inow perpen-

diular to the urrent sheet (for � 6= 90

Æ

see Skender et al. 2002, 2003). We

fous primarily to the two-ribbon are proess sine it is basially a 2

1

2

{D

problem. Furthermore, ares of this type are usually large, providing spa-

tially resolved measurements of plasma parameters and the related hanges

of the oronal magneti �eld on�guration (e.g., Tsuneta, 1996; Uhida et

al., 2001).

2. Two-ribbon Flares

The two-ribbon are ours as a onsequene of the eruption of a sheared

magneti �eld arade, whih often embeds the old prominene plasma. Af-

ter the arade/prominene system beomes unstable and erupts, a urrent

sheet is reated below the ux rope that ontains the eruptive prominene

(Figure 1). The urrent sheet forms between the �eld lines anhored at the

opposite sides of the photospheri magneti inversion line (Lin and Forbes,

2000; Martens and Kuin, 1989), and the are arises as a result of the fast

reonnetion in the sheet. The energy is transported to the hromosphere,
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Figure 1: Shemati drawing of two ribbon are (left): EP { erupting prominene, FL

{ hot are loops, PFL { old postare loops, H� { expanding hromospheri ribbons.

Right: The urrent sheet length-to-width ratio.

where two bright ribbons aligned with the inversion line are formed. As

the reonnetion proeeds, the ribbons expand away from the inversion line

and the system of reonneted magneti loops grows.

In the ourse of the eruption, the length-to-width ratio of the urrent

sheet inreases (Figure 1). At the same time, 


0

dereases: sine the pre-

are arade is strongly sheared, there is a signi�ant transversal magneti

�eld omponent initially present in the urrent sheet. As the prominene

rises, the overlying arade �eld lines are strethed and the inowing �eld

beomes more and more anti-parallel, i.e., 


0

! 0. Furthermore, the re-

onnetion rate hanges: it is initially large, gradually dereasing in the

post-impulsive phase of the are. Finally, as the urrent sheet rises, weaker

�elds beome involved in the reonnetion, i.e., �

0

inreases (Gary, 2001).

All of these hanges are assoiated with the hange of the are-plasma

parameters and the evolution of the energy release modalities.
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3. Fast Reonnetion Regime

The reonnetion an be driven by external ows (Priest and Forbes, 1986),

or an be a onsequene of the tearing instability (Furth et al., 1963; Ugai,

1987). In the latter ase the initiation of the proess is usually attributed to

a loalized (anomalous) resistivity enhanement aused by some of the ki-

neti plasma instabilities. Suh instabilities are easily exited in the urrent

sheet by turbulent ows behind the erupting �lament, even before the fast

reonnetion onset (Vr�snak, 1989; Somov, 1992, and referenes therein).

The fast reonnetion regime an set-in only if the length-to-width ratio

of the urrent sheet, �=Æ, is suÆiently large. The analytial treatment of

the tearing instability by Furth et al. (1963) revealed the ritial ratio to

be �=Æ > 2�. Numerial simulations by Ugai (1987) showed a somewhat

larger value, �=Æ > 15.

In the ase of two-ribbon ares this means that the fast energy release

annot start until the eruption attains some ritial height: In the ourse

of the eruption the arade �eld lines are strethed, and the urrent sheet

elongates. Indeed, Vr�snak et al. (2003) inferred that in the simple two-

ribbon spotless are of 12 Sept. 2000, the fast reonnetion started when

�=Æ > 10{20. The spei�s of this event was that the erupting H� �lament

was still visible at the time of are onset. Measuring the height of the lower

edge of the �lament, h, and the separation of the are ribbons, d (Figure 1),

it is possible to follow the evolution of the urrent sheet length-to-width

ratio assuming �=Æ � h=d. It turned out that at the time of the H� ribbons

appearane, the ratio �=Æ was still small, �=Æ � 5. Yet, in this period

the ribbons were stati and the soft X-ray ux was only weakly enhaned,

indiating that the fast reonnetion was still not turned-on. On the other

hand, when the ratio attained the value �=Æ > 10{20, the ribbons started to

expand laterally, revealing the onset of the fast reonnetion. At the same

time all are signatures showed a prominent enhanement towards the are

maximum.

After the fast reonnetion onset there was a good orrelation between

the energy release rate and the values of v

h

� B

ph

measured in the hro-

mosphere, where v

h

is the veloity of ribbon expansion and B

ph

is the

photospheri magneti �eld (Wang et al., 2003). Bearing in mind the mag-

neti ux onservation, the quantity v

h

�B

ph

presumably orresponds to

the eletri �eld in the urrent sheet, (v�B)

s

� v

h

�B

ph

(Vr�snak, 1989,
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Vr�snak et al., 1995).

4. Charateristis of the Reonnetion Outow

Let us now onsider what happens as 


0

dereases, and what is the role of

�

0

. In Figure 2 we show the urrent sheet temperature (left) and density

(right) as a funtion of 


0

. The top panels show the temperature and density

jump at SMSs (T

2

=T

1

� T

2

=T

0

and n

2

=n

1

� n

2

=n

0

). In the middle panels

we show the temperature and density jump at FMS (T

3

=T

2

and n

3

=n

2

). The

bottom panels show the temperature (density) downstream of FMS relative

to the temperature (density) of the inowing oronal plasma (T

3

=T

0

and

n

3

=n

0

).

The temperature and density exess aused by the reonnetion depends

primarily on �

0

and 


0

, whereas the dependene on the reonnetion rate is

very weak (Skender et al. 2003). Bearing in mind that the oronal tempera-

ture inreases in ares for more than one order of magnitude, one �nds that

the ares an our only if �

0

< 0:1, i.e., �

0

has to be somewhere between

0.1 and 0.01. Similarly, the are temperatures annot be reahed until 


0

dereases below, say, 40

Æ

. Note that the hottest plasma, having tempera-

tures almost two times higher than in the rest of the outow jet, appears

behind the FMS whih should be loated above the post-are loops. Indeed,

super-hot loop-top soures are sometimes resolved in ares (Tsuneta, 1996;

Uhida et al., 2001, and referenes therein).

The dependene of the are temperature on �

0

is indiretly indiated by

some statistial salings. Ru�zdjak et al. (1989) have shown that on average

the temperatures of spotless ares are lower than in spot-group ares. The

hottest ares are found to be those in whih the H� emission protrudes over

major sunspot umbrae. Moreover, it was demonstrated by Vr�snak et al.

(1991) that in these ares the temperature is proportional to the magneti

�eld of the involved sunspot. Suh a behaviour an be omprehended in

terms of the �

0

{dependene sine stronger �eld implies a lower �.

At SMS and FMS the plasma is signi�antly ompressed, also having

several important observational onsequenes. Firstly, this has to be taken

into aount when the heights of radio soures are estimated by assuming

that the emission is exited at the loal plasma frequeny. A straightfor-

ward appliation of some oronal density model would lead to a signi�ant

underestimate of the soure height { the plasma behind FMS is up to 7
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Figure 2: Left: the temperature exess. Right: the density exess.

times denser than in the ambient orona (Figure 2). This an explain how

relatively high-frequeny soures are found at unexpetedly large heights

(Vr�snak et al., 2003). The next important aspet is a large density gradient

at SMS and FMS. If the plasma radio emission is exited at these dison-

tinuities, the emission is going to be broad-band. For example, a pulsed

eletron beam passing aross SMS would exite a radio pulse of the relative

bandwidth �f=f =

p

n

2

=n

0

�1 � 0:6{0.9. Similarly, if the plasma emission

is exited at FMS analogously as in the type II bursts, then it should show

a band-split of �f=f �= 0:1{0.2 (Aurass et al., 2002).
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Figure 3: Change of various quantities when 


0

! 0, shown for di�erent reonne-

tion rates M

A0

(denoted by the urves): a) The angle between the plasma ow and the

magneti �eld, �, in the intermediate region; b) The same for the reonnetion-plane

omponents; ) Magnetosoni Mah number M

ms1

of the ow in the intermediate re-

gion d) Magneti mirror at SMS, B

1

=B

2

. Full and dashed lines stand for �

0

= 0:01 and

�

0

= 0:1, respetively.

5. Transition to 2{D Geometry

Skender et al. (2003) have shown that in the transition 


0

! 0 the geometry

of the system hanges dramatially. In Figure 3a we show how the angle

between the plasma ow and the magneti �eld in the intermediate region,

�, hanges when 


0

! 0. Note the logarithmi sale on the x-axis. The

�(


0

) dependene shows a steep inrease towards � � 90

Æ

in the transition

to the 2-D ase: The hange happens within a fration of a degree.

In Figure 3b we show the hange of the angle between the reonnetion-

plane omponents of the magneti �eld and ow, \(

~

B

r1

,~v

r1

), in the inter-

mediate region (Æ is the angle between

~

B

r1

and SMS, whereas " is the

angle between ~v

r1

and SMS; see Skender et al., 2003). Note the sharp peak,

� 90

Æ

! 180

Æ

! 90

Æ

, within a fration of a degree.

In reality however, it is hardly possible that 


0

= 0 is stritly satis�ed.
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Certainly, there are di�erenes larger than �


0

= 1

Æ

present along the

urrent sheet. So, two neighbouring regions of only slightly di�erent 


0

are

haraterized by a large di�erene in the �eld/ow diretion. This inevitably

implies that the MHD turbulene sets-in, meaning that the reonnetion

has to proeed in a turbulent regime. The urrent sheet rips in a number of

small sale urrent sheets, whih beome sites of small-sale reonnetions.

Sine the growth rate of the tearing instability is proportional to the

length sale L of the urrent sheet (� � L=v

A

), the turbulent regime har-

aterized by intermittent formation of numerous small-sale reonnetion

sheets, an ause a bursty energy release haraterized by a sub-seond time

sale. Furthermore, the reonnetion rate in the Petshek regime depends

on the length sale as 1= lnR

m

, where R

m

is the magneti Reynolds num-

ber. So, if small sale urrent sheets are 100 times smaller than the original

urrent sheet, the reonnetion rate an be almost �ve times faster, mean-

ing also that the energy release (per unit volume) an be very powerful

loally. Thus, the impulsive phase of two-ribbon ares, generally rih in

�ne strutures, ould be a diret onsequene of the transition 


0

! 0.

There is another interesting aspet of the transition to the 2-D geom-

etry. In Figure 3 the magnetosoni Mah number M

1

of the ow in the

intermediate region is presented as a funtion of 


0

. One �nds out that in

the ritial domain, 


0

! 0, there is a regime of supermagnetosoni ows

in the intermediate region. Sine M

1

> 1 is also limited to the very narrow




0

window, one an expet that supermagnetosoni ow reates a shok at

the loation where it meets a submagnetosoni ow (note that M

ms1

> 1

regime also orresponds to the desribed hange of the �eld/ow geometry).

Inspeting the �eld/ow diretions we infer that supermagnetosoni ows

in the intermediate region would reate the fast-mode shoks. These shoks

ould provide pre-aeleration of partiles and pre-heating of the plasma

inowing to SMS. This ould be essential for generating the high-energy

eletrons in the urrent sheet, espeially at FMS (Vandas and Karlik�y,

2000).

The shoks in the intermediate region appear at 


0

! 0, and an be

reated intermittently all over the urrent sheet. Thus, they are losely

related to the transition towards the turbulent reonnetion. Note that

M

ms1

depends on �

0

only weakly, unlike the Mah number of the outow

jet, M

ms2

(Skender et al., 2003).
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6. Partile Trapping and Esape

A very important property of the reonnetion system is the large gradient

of the magneti �eld strength at SMS. So, the plasma in the outow region

is trapped between the two magneti mirrors at SMSs. The ratio of the

magneti �eld strengths (B � B

2

=B

1

= B

2

=B

0

) depends strongly on the

reonnetion rate M

A0

and the shear 


0

, whih is illustrated in Figure 3d.

Note that the ratio of B

2

=B

1

an be up to 100, and depends only weakly

on �

0

.

The magneti mirrors (bottle) are more e�etive for smaller 


0

and

slower inow, and these two quantities are expeted to be time-dependent.

So, the eletron (and proton) distribution funtions at di�erent loations

hange in time, whih an inuene the are morphology (see, e.g., Uhida

et al., 2001). For example, when the magneti mirrors beome more ef-

fetive, the energy loss from the urrent sheet aused by leaking eletrons

redues. So, when 


0

! 0, the urrent sheet temperature rises. Further-

more, a larger number of energized eletrons will be approahing FMS,

where they are additionally aelerated in a ollapsing trap between SMS

and FMS (Somov and Kosugi, 1997; Tsuneta and Naito, 1998; Vr�snak,

2003) and a larger amount of non-thermal partiles an be generated.

Sine the outow Mah numberM

ms2

depends on �

0

, it an be expeted

that the amplitude of FMS dereases in late phases of the are, after the

urrent sheet shifts to larger heights where �

0

is no more �

0

� 1 (Gary,

2001). This might explain also the revivals of the type IV radio emission {

the FMS amplitude presumably enlarges oasionally, when in the inhomo-

geneous oronal plasma, low �

0

strutures one in a while beome involved

in the reonnetion.

Another harateristis of late phases of the are is that the reonne-

tion rate dereases (presumably due to the inreasing length of the urrent

sheet). So, the magneti bottle beomes more e�etive, and this an provide

a prolonged aeleration of eletrons at FMS. This is possibly related also

with the hardening of HXR spetrum in time (Brown et al., 1981). Another

reason for hardening ould be a longer path whih eletrons have to pass

to the hromoshere { the low-energy ut-o� of eletrons shifts towards the

higher energies sine the mean-free-path dereases with dereasing eletron

energy.
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7. Conlusion

The presented MHD onsideration of the 2

1

2

{D reonnetion model an

explain various aspets of solar ares. Two-ribbon ares provide a ompar-

ison between the theoretial expetations and measurements, not only in a

qualitative, but also in a quantitative sense. Essential observables are the

preare arade shear, the urrent sheet length-to-with ratio, the veloity of

ribbon expansion and the orresponding produt v

h

B

ph

, the temperature

of the hot loop-top plasma and its height, et. However, to get a omplete

insight into the energy release proess, the theoretial aspet should be

advaned by inluding the e�ets of kineti plasma proesses.
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Izlaganje sa znanstvenog skupa

Sa�zetak. Rje�senja potpunog sustava MHD jednad�zbi koje opisuju 2

1

2

{D Petshekov

rekonekijski model primijenjena su na problem Sun�evih bljeskova. Teorijski rezultati

posebie se usporeduju s dvovlaknastim bljeskovima, kod kojih je mogu�e vr�siti prostorno

razlu�iva mjerenja razli�itih plazmenih parametara. Nagla�sen je razvojni aspekt proesa,

pri �emu je posebna pa�znja posve�ena promjeni omjera duljine i �sirine strujne plohe,

omjera uzdu�zne i popre�ne komponente magnetskog polja, te omjera tlaka plazme i tlaka

magnetskog polja. Ovi parametri odreduju uvjete za nastup brze rekonekije i prijelaz u

turbulentni re�zim, te prostornu raspodjelu temperatura i gusto�a, kao i e�kasnost proesa

ubrzanja �estia.

Klju�ne rije�i: Sun�evi bljeskovi - magnetsko prespajanje

114 Hvar Obs. Bull. 28 (2004) 1, 103{114


